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Introduction

On behalf of the Society of Women Engineers (SWE) collegiate section at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, we thank you for your interest in MIT SWE. We are one of the largest student organization on the MIT campus, with over 300 active members, 40 board members, and nine executive members. Our group seeks to:

- To determine and advocate for the needs of women engineers at MIT
- To prepare members to secure and excel at the careers they desire
- To inspire younger generations about engineering
- To build community at MIT SWE, and with local and national sections

Throughout the school year, we offer numerous opportunities for companies to increase visibility on campus and interact with students.

Co-hosting an Event

MIT SWE does not offer any sponsorship package for companies, however, if you are interested, we would love to co-host an event with you!

Our goal is to have companies come to campus and hold unique, engaging events which prepare SWE members to secure and excel at top internships and jobs. We are looking for events which promote interaction between students and professionals and which develop our members’ professional skills. Potential events include mock behavioral and technical interviews, a make-your-own-portfolio workshop, and practice salary negotiations.

We will work to tailor an event with for your specific company, or, if you would like to attract a broader range of students, we can organize a melting pot of companies under a unifying theme. The event can be advertised to either only MIT SWE members or the MIT community overall.

Attending a Networking Event

In addition to our many individual events, we hold two larger networking events each year, the Meet the Professionals Dinner and the SWE Career Fair Banquet.

**Meet the Professionals Dinner:**
Our annual spring corporate dinner offers the opportunity for students to dine and network with professionals to learn more about opportunities with these companies. Student and companies are matched based on mutual interest. Company selection begins in February.

**SWE Career Fair Banquet:**
The evening of the MIT Fall Career Fair, we host a banquet to create an opportunity for companies to interact with students in a smaller setting. Dinner will be offered at no cost to selected companies and students. This year, the banquet will be held September 23rd, 2016, Location TBD. Registration forms for companies will be available in early summer.

If you are interested in any of these opportunities or have general inquires please email our Career Development Team: swe-cr@mit.edu. We look forward to seeing you in the future!
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